FIDDLEHEAD CELLARS

BACKGROUND
The Story
Looking back…
Kathy Joseph established Fiddlehead Cellars in 1989 to capture the pure essence of two distinguished
grape varietals– Sauvignon Blanc and Pinot Noir. Her quest was simple. Besides a lesser important desire
to satisfy her own palate, her intent was to incorporate European beauty into these domestically grown
varietals by working with grapes grown in the right place and wines managed with respect in the cellar.
Both varietals are celebrated for their successful old world pedigree; both have the potential to convey
sensory elegance; both have proven to gratify a broad range of discriminating palates. Today, Kathy is
recognized as a pioneer among women winemakers as she passionately and enthusiastically creates
stylistic Sauvignon blanc and silky, textural Pinot noir. At Fiddlehead, she annually produces about 5,000
cases of wine, with personal interest in each grape cluster, each barrel of wine and every bottle that finds
its way to your table. The wines are made at FiddleHeadquarters, her Winery in the Lompoc “Wine
Ghetto”, and Kathy lives in a little farm house on the Estate Vineyard, Fiddlestix. Kathy stays connected
to other important grape growing regions by maintaining a business office in Davis, CA – her
administrative and marketing base, and home during non-farming activities. She takes great pride in
connecting a broad range of contributing forces to create eloquence in her wines.
How it all began…
Eyeing a career in medicine, Kathy was uniquely guided to appreciate this discipline from a more artistic
perspective. Consequently, reality struck and she never truly fit into the rigidity of her pre-med program.
So, in the early ‘80’s, this Chicago native took a leap of faith by moving to California with the hopes of
redirecting her degrees in Microbiology and Biochemistry towards research in the wine industry.
Looking back, Kathy attributes her winemaking sensibilities to a mix of many years of industry mentoring.
She is quick to recognize the importance of professional relationships with Zelma Long (Simi Winery),
Walter Schug and Craig Williams (Joseph Phelps), Bob Long and Sandy Belcher (Long Vineyards), Bob
Pecota (Robert Pecota Winery) as well as her graduate studies in Enology and Viticulture at the University
of California, Davis.
With an extensive North Coast education under her belt, she boldly designed Fiddlehead Cellars to focus
exclusively on place driven wines, and curiously was attracted to the lesser-appreciated varietals (at that
time) of Sauvignon blanc and Pinot noir. Her lack of funds and sense of adventure led her to explore
winemaking in the “then” lesser-known districts of the “now” famous “Willamette Valley”, “Santa Rita Hills”
and “Happy Canyon of Santa Barbara”.
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FIDDLEHEAD CELLARS

BACKGROUND
The Story - (continued)
Kathy’s vision was to grow her focused brand and simultaneously grow recognition of these barely
recognized viticultural areas which, in her judgment, demonstrated the potential for excellence for Pinot
noir and Sauvignon blanc. Even Kathy is amazed that her early ambition helped foster the future of these
now important wine districts.
All of Kathy’s wines are driven by the importance of texture, elegance and expression of place at a moment
in time. As “Head Fiddle”, she directs all of the site-specific and sustainable farming at each of her vineyards
and provides the hands-on, hand-crafted care and attention to each barrel of wine (in a sort of “hands-off”
way) that fine wine requires. Her commitment and enthusiasm are unmatched, and her age-worthy wines
are memorable to the last drop. She continues to believe the love of winemaking must be reflected in every
sip!
The story of the name…
We believe the best company names need to reflect the sprit of the brand. For Kathy, it was essential that
the name be memorable. It had to be personal, like her style of winemaking, without being too exotic
(because the wines were not designed to be exotic) and it had to be approachable (like her wines!). So there
was a definite process of elimination.
With Santa Barbara County and the Willamette Valley in play, she steered away from geography; with an
urge for focus on the wines (and not the people), she steered away from family names; she wanted
accessible, so she steered away from foreign names. Further, when Kathy was asked by her graphic artist to
describe the brand, she identified respect for tradition with a contemporary twist…the marriage of old
world and new world, respect for the art and the science. She wanted uncomplicated, and graceful.
So as the story goes, 2 years into her unnamed project, Kathy was gardening in her fern bed and recalled
the simple, melodic and memorable botanical term that describes the coiled frond of an emerging fern
leaf….a fiddlehead! And the parallels abound.
Fiddlehead Cellars strives to emulate its namesake by sharing its grace and elegance, its once a year release
and its admired match with great cuisine. Great chefs around the world consider the fiddlehead a prized
delicacy which is often offered as a seasonal, specialty, culinary delight. Both the wine and the vegetable
are prized for their delicate flavors and captivating textures.
How perfect! It’s accessible, memorable, simply striking and embraces the association of food and
wine…not to mention that it draws on Kathy’s split personality, simultaneously embracing the science and
art of winemaking.
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FIDDLEHEAD CELLARS

PHILOSOPHY
Kathy’s philosophy
It is simple and straightforward for Kathy. When it comes to wine, a few things matter most.
It has to taste good.
It has to give rewards.
And it has to be fun.
She cares about the people she works with, she cares about the sustainability of her
actions in the vineyard and she cares about the people who drink her wine.
Fiddlehead is a happy family of hard workers who like to have a good time, who love the
challenge of making great wine and who thrive on sharing the pride of success from our
handmade approach. Our greatest joy is when you share your appreciation of our efforts.
We nurture the vines, we invest in the highest quality barrels and equipment and we don’t
release our wines until they taste absolutely delicious, often with several years of bottle
age.
Our purpose is not to make big, extreme wines. Our purpose is to make wines that are
most pleasurable to the palate, surrounded by seduction and enticing deliciousness,
whereby the wines become the experience themselves.
What we do…
Fiddlehead wines are place driven, vintage driven, textural and most satisfying. They are
made from exquisitely farmed vineyards, planted to marry climate and place with varietal;
they are hand harvested and field sorted in small sections and made with the utmost
respect for traditional methods. Each vintage is crafted to highlight the greatest potential
of each place, discriminating and selecting only the best.
The entire brand is designed to create focused wines of luscious texture, true to the
varietal and devoted to sustainable farming and non-invasive winemaking.
Sauvignon blanc from our warmer climate and Pinot noir from our cool climates become
perfect textural partners in our limited portfolio of wines. “More mature”, “more textural”,
and “more stylish” define our more European focus in winemaking. And Kathy's passion is
clearly realized in every sip!
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WINES
Our Styles

Kathy’s passion has always been to make Sauvignon blanc and Pinot noir wines
that are beyond the ordinary, that have unique expression of place and finish with
textural rewards. Her primary focus is to make wines that are attractive to all
discriminating palates, wines with modest alcohol and layered fruit and wines that
develop over time. She embraces “elegance” and “seamless expression of place”
in lieu of the “big”, “extracted” and “overworked” wines that are showy only in the
short term. And over the years, she has been able to explore creativity in the
cellar and implement choices that create compositions that satisfy the palate of
red wine and white wine drinkers, alike. The brand is focused on showcasing Pinot
noir and Sauvignon blanc at its best, with incredible balance, and have proven to
survive the test of time. And then there is her Pink wine, modeled after those
gems from Provence, which is simply meant for serious fun!
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WINES
Sauvignon Blanc
In the early Fiddlehead years of discovery and exploration, Kathy was fascinated with the fact
that Santa Barbara County (and more specifically Santa Ynez Valley), was geographically
unique by virtue of its east-west running transverse valley (contrary to all other wine valleys on
the west coast). The cooling, evening fog penetrates the eastern bowels of the valley where
Happy Canyon is defined, but the cooling ocean breezes only make their way as far as the Sta.
Rita Hills AVA (orange section on map). For every mile or so that you travel from west to east,
you gain a degree or so in temperature. When Fiddlestix is 70 degrees Fahrenheit, Happy
Canyon is easily 90 degrees.
The impact on Sauvignon blanc grown in warmer districts is a desirable shift from green, grassy
aromatics to more fruit driven, slightly tropical laced aromas of peaches and pineapple. The
cool evenings allow for the preservation of the natural grape acidity. A revelation came when
Kathy discovered that, with fruit from the Santa Ynez Valley, she could create three unique
personalities by varying the vineyard source and choices in the cellar. This was definitely an
artistic winemaking opportunity waiting to happen. Sauvignon blanc for the serious palate.
Working with 3 vineyards in Happy Canyon, she learned to customize their expression in wine.
Most importantly, the three vineyards – Grassini, McGinley and Vogelzang – custom farm to
her specifications. She has designated rows in each vineyard which she contracts by-the-acre
and controls the farming and harvest specifications. Each is farmed independently and the fruit
from each is fermented in both stainless steel and in French oak. The wines in oak age on the
yeast lees 8-9 months (to create creamy textures, much like that of great Champagnes), and all
wines are non-malolactic to preserve the varietal expression. Then she tastes each
component, looking for which is a best fit for each of her Sauvignon blanc styles.
Kathy crafts 3 styles of Sauvignon blanc: Happy Canyon, Hunnysuckle and Goosebury. Each
represents a unique palate that falls into the families of great Sauvignon blanc wines from
around the world: the Loire, Bordeaux and New Zealand. Goosebury is built to be tropical fruit
forward, crisp and refreshing. It showcases the purity of the grape and has no oak influence.
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WINES
Sauvignon Blanc
(continued)
Hunnysuckle entices with luxurious textures on the palate, without malolactic fermentation.
French Oak is incorporated in a most silky silhouette and the wine is given extended bottle age
prior to release to enhance its seamless composition. It’s a richly structured wine with savory
undertones and is a dynamic food companion. Of all of these wines, Happy Canyon has the
broadest reach and conveys expected minerality. Its modest intensity is satisfying to the nose,
to the palate and to the palate memory.
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WINES
Pinot Noir
For Pinot noir, Kathy love the stylistic diversity she is able to achieve from sourcing
grapes from two very different, equally exceptional growing districts- the Sta. Rita Hills
in California and the Chehalem Mountains in Oregon. This is how it all began…
It is widely known that the best Pinot noir demands a cool climate. This climate
extends the development of flavor and tannin maturity, which translates into more
interesting wines. Pre-70’s, the best locations for Pinot noir were yet to be discovered,
and hence these wines were often lean, lackluster and disappointing at best.
As part of her self-directed education, Kathy spent years participating in winemaker
seminars, tasting barrel samples of Pinot noir from around the world and training her
palate to connect vineyard and cellar details with finished wine composition. Learning
of the potential to produce a wine that was currently under-represented by domestic
producers was the fire that fueled Kathy’s burning desire to make a better Pinot.
In 1988, with a limited budget and not afraid of a challenge, Kathy targeted two
districts that were gaining recognition, where important pioneers had made their mark,
yet there was tremendous room for growth and opportunity. As a way to offer diversity
in her portfolio, she designed Fiddlehead around producing Pinot noir from two
geographically separated districts: Santa Barbara County and the Willamette Valley.
Kathy believed that for the highest quality grapes and wine, it was essential for her to
be very involved in the farming and harvesting process in both places. This
simultaneous bi-state operation was only possible because of the 900 mile latitudinal
separation, whereby the Pinot noir harvests were separated by about one month.
The districts Kathy targeted early on went on to become important AVA designated
districts. In 1996, Kathy purchased ground in the western part of the Santa Ynez
Valley, which five years later (1991) was designated as the Sta. Rita Hills AVA. And in
the north Willamette Valley, the Chehalem Mountains AVA were established in 2007.
Her early insight into these places being true to Pinot noir excellence is admirable.
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WINES
Pinot Noir
(continued)
While focusing exclusively on Pinot noir as her only red wine, Kathy is able to keep her
palate focused and to offer diversity of flavors and textures in her wines. From her
Estate Vineyard, Fiddlestix, in the Sta. Rita Hills, there are three tiers of wines.
“Seven Twenty Eight” is named after the mile marker of our Estate Vineyard, Fiddlestix,
and is intended to showcase the expression of that exact place, which is particularly
unique by virtue of the east-west oriented valley and the clones and soils specific to
Fiddlestix. “Lollapalooza” is a barrel selection and represents its namesake, “the best of
the vintage”. Kathy strongly believes this wine can only be found once the wine is in
barrel, rather than routinely sourcing from a single place in the vineyard. And the
occasional bottling of “Doyle” is that rock star, stand-alone, single barrel that knocks
your socks off.
From Oregon, she offers her place name wine called “Oldsville Reserve”. For her first
15 years, Kathy fermented and bottled this wine in Oregon, at a winery off of “Oldsville
Road”. (For better control, she now transports the grapes to her California winery.) In
addition, there is the occasional vineyard designated bottling which represents the
stand out barrel selection. Historically, it could have been Elton or Seven Springs, but
today her production is proudly devoted to Alloro Vineyards in the Chehalem
Mountains.
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VINES
Overview of our Farming

Fiddlehead was created around the cool climate appellations proven to
be great for Pinot noir – the North Willamette Valley and the Sta. Rita
Hills. Santa Barbara County, which is uniquely known for its transverse
valleys, allows Kathy to add Sauvignon blanc from the significantly more
easterly potion of the Santa Ynez Valley (more specifically designated as
“Happy Canyon of Santa Barbara” AVA) into the Fiddlehead mix.
Regardless of where they are located, our vineyards are:
 Place specific for the varietal
 Sustainably farmed
 Hand nurtured
 Intuitively managed
 Night harvested
 Field sorted
We demand the highest quality fruit, and this only comes from a
commitment to modest yields and diligent farming.
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VINES
Santa Ynez Valley
The Santa Ynez Valley is quite a large California viticultural area located about 2 ½ hours north
of Los Angeles and about 4 ½ hours south of San Francisco. This unique transverse valley, with
an east–west orientation, offers very different grape growing environments at each terminus.
For every mile travelled from west to east, temperatures increase about one degree. At the
eastern boundary, the “Happy Canyon of Santa Barbara” AVA is bathed in warm days and cool
evenings and is well suited to the demands of Bordeaux (including Sauvignon blanc) and Rhone
varietals. In contrast are the western boundary conditions, where the very cool climate of the
“Sta. Rita Hills” AVA benefits from the influence of the ocean fog and coastal breezes. This end
is ideally suited to growing Pinot noir and Chardonnay.
Besides having ideally well-drained soiled, we love “Happy Canyon” for its spectacular weather
shift. The warm daytime temperatures ripen the flavors to full maturity without sacrificing the
fabulous structure of natural acidity. Specifically in Sauvignon blanc, with our warm
temperatures we achieve a most desirable shift from green, grassy aromatics to more fruit
driven, slightly tropical laced aromas of peaches and pineapple. And the cool fog-laden
evenings allow retention of the bright acidity admired in well-balanced wines. The exciting thing
to note is that Kathy “discovered” this Sauvignon blanc haven in 2002, well before the AVA
designation in 2009.
We partner with three vineyards in Happy Canyon—Vogelzang, Grassini, and McGinley
(formerly Westerly) Vineyards. To ensure they are all farmed to Fiddlehead’s exacting
requirements, we require “by the acre” contracts, which allow us to custom farm “our” own
blocks, routinely performing shoot and lateral thinning, leaf pulling, canopy management and
crop reduction.
Then the magic happens… using these oh-so-important grape sources, Kathy creates 3 unique
wines that simulate 3 unique and serious styles of Sauvignon blanc, as they are made around
the world. We invite you to explore our signature Happy Canyon, Hunnysuckle and Goosebury
Sauvignon blancs!
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VINES
Fiddlestix Vineyard - Sta. Rita Hills
Our winery is called Fiddlehead, so why not have a little fun and call our vineyard Fiddlestix?!
Fiddlestix is the quintessential Pinot noir dream vineyard, located at the western end of the
transverse-oriented Santa Ynez Valley, AVA. In 1996, Kathy took a leap of faith and purchased
this property which, at the time, was a 133 acre “flower farm”. It is not by chance that this cool
climate place is located in the heart of the Sta. Rita Hills AVA (which was not designated until
five years after Kathy’s purchase). We can‘t help but be proud of her intuitive investment.
Located in a narrow slot of the cool climate Santa Rita Hills AVA (located mostly within the SYV
AVA), at mile marker 7.28 on Santa Rosa Road, Fiddlestix is where perfect Pinot noir elements
of soil and Region I climate pull together. On the north side of this tight east-west running
valley, fog hangs over the vines until mid-morning, the temperature barely rises above 75, and
the coastal breeze blows through the Santa Rita Hills, ensuring cool grapes throughout a
lengthy day of sunshine. The soil is well-drained Gazos and Botella clay loam, loaded with chirt
and Monterey shale. There are 96 planted acres, with an ideal spacing of 1556 vines per acre.
With the intent to maximize variety, the vineyard is designed to 32 mini-blocks, representing
unique combinations of our six clones, three rootstocks, and various elevation, exposures, and
soil combinations.
In the vineyard we customize our farming in response to each vintage’s demands. We
conscientiously and meticulously farm to produce grapes of distinction, and yields are carefully
controlled to produce unsurpassed Pinot noir quality. Fiddlestix is nurtured by hand many
times over again; we shoot thin, leaf pull, and crop thin numerous times in a single season,
ensuring ideal cluster exposure to the suns ripening rays, leaving only goodness on the vines.
And Kathy is pleased to partner with Vineyard managers Larry Finkle and Jeff Newton of
Coastal Vineyard Care.
We currently produce three distinct bottlings of Fiddlestix Pinot Noir. Cuvees Lollapalooza,
Seven Twenty Eight and Doyle. You will also find some of our precious fruit in wines of other
highly respected, discriminating and dedicated winemakers.
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VINES
Willamette Valley
There is a reason that Pinot noir from Oregon’s North Willamette Valley captures the
hearts and palates of wine lovers worldwide. “The place” respects the demands for
elegant Pinot noir. There is a rich, earthy component that consistently claims its place.
At Fiddlehead, we’re often asked “Why an Oregon Pinot when you have Santa Rita
Hills?” Clearly, because we love the difference! Kathy has long-standing relationships
with the growers of some of the best vineyards in the state and can obtain fruit that
others only dream of! We focus our Willamette Valley program on a single vineyard,
Alloro, in the Northern part of the AVA.
Alloro Vineyard is located on the southwest slope of the Chehalem Mounains. The
Vineyard is planted to Pommard and Dijon clones (114, 115, 667 and 777), on lowvigor rootstocks that are matched to the Laurelwood soil type. Owner David Nemarnik
is a most passionate grower who greatly respects our need for quality in the vineyard.
Prior to the establishment of her own winery in Lompoc, for many years Kathy crafted
her Oregon Pinot noirs at Yamhill Valley Vineyards’ winery. She continues to honor
those special times by naming our Fiddlehead Willamette Valley cuvée after the sense
of place, specifically the Oldsville Road where the winery is located. Hence, our very
delicious and completely Oregonian wine is aptly named Oldsville Reserve. And in
once-in-while years when a single barrel “speaks” to us, we may bottle it with the more
prized “Alloro” designation.
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F IDDLESTIX V INEYARD
Location:
 South Central Coast, 2 ½ hours north of Los Angeles, 4 ½ hours south of San Francisco
 Sta. Rita Hills AVA
 Santa Rosa Road – mile marker 7.28
 Nestled between Sanford & Benedict Vineyard and Sea Smoke Vineyard
Valley Geography:
A highly unique transverse valley running east-west, flanked by the Santa Rosa Hills to
the south, the Santa Rita Hills slicing through the middle and the Purisima Mountains to
the north
Fiddlehead Land Purchase & Previous Life:
 Purchased in 1996
 Previously farmed to flowers for seed by the Bodger family
Acreage & Block Count:
 133 acres total, 96 acres planted to vines
 32 unique blocks
Fiddlestix Pinot Noir Buyers:
 15% reserved for Fiddlehead Cellars

 85% reserved for select producers

Varietals & Clones Planted:
 100% Pinot noir
 16% Pommard clone 4
 11% Pommard clone 5

 19% clone Dijon 115
 16% Dijon clone 113

 21% clone 667
 17% clone 777

 46% 3309

 11%110R

Rootstocks:
 43% 101-14
Soils:

Botella and Gazos clay loam, laden with Monterey shale and chirt
Vine Spacing:
 7x4 (1556 vines/acre)

 8x4 (1361 vines/acre)

 7x5 (1245 vines/acre)

Trellis System & Pruning Style:
 VSP (vertical shoot position)
 Cane pruned
Farming Practices & Yields:
 Night-harvested, field-sorted, low impact, sustainable, deficient irrigated
 4-6 lbs/vine target yields
Climate & Average Annual Rainfall:
 UCD Region I, Avg. maximum Aug-Oct temperatures = 74°F
 Direct cooling influence by coastal fog and afternoon ocean breezes
 16 inches annual precipitation
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BIOGRAPHY
K ATHY JOSEPH
A peek at the personality…

OWNER / WINEMAKER
Grape Herder / Head Fiddle

If you had $10, what would you buy?
Flowers
Biggest time waster?
Collecting past dues
What’s your favorite indulgence?
Taffy apples
When you grow up, what do you want to be?
Fit
What would you mother say is your most attractive feature?
My stubborn personality, because it’s just like hers.
3 words to describe yourself
Busy, tireless, optimistic, practical, a good problem solver, a little bit too driven (is that 3?)
Your 5 favorite places (can be anything – cities, locations, etc)
The Wilderness (spiritual, natural, introspective, refreshing, invigorating)
Big Cities (exciting)
Around a campfire (soothing, intoxicating)
Machu Pichu (inspiring)
Exercising (invigorating)
Learn a little more…
Owner, winemaker and farmer, artist and chemist, number cruncher, marketing maestro, and head
fiddle-talker; Kathy thrives on a busy schedule. She received a Bachelor of Science degree in
bacteriology from the University of Wisconsin, Madison, before pursuing graduate studies in enology at
the University of California, Davis. Prior to starting Fiddlehead Cellars in 1989, Kathy was employed by
several North Coast wineries including Simi Winery (1981) (learning PR stuff and tasting with Zelma
Long), Joseph Phelps Winery (1982) (learning about pumps, forklifts, dump trucks, and the art of wine
blending under the tutelage of Walter Schug and Craig Williams), Long Vineyards (1983) (learning about
viticulture and small winery details from Bob and Zelma Long) and Robert Pecota Winery (1984-1988)
(learning the biz from top to bottom). Kathy’s winemaking focus is on crafting wines that speak to the
place of the wines, all with gorgeous, elegant flavors and sexy, silky textures. When she’s not in the
cellar encouraging each barrel to its optimal perfection, in the market gaining new devotees, or
wrangling a spreadsheet at her Davis office – she is enthusiastically having a conversation with the vines
at her Fiddlestix Vineyard in Santa Rita Hills.
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BIOGRAPHY

ROB F RY
NATIONAL SALES MANAGER

A peek at the personality…

O rganizer of Chaos / Pivot Table Expert

If you had $10, what would you buy?
Lunch at La Super Rica
What would you want your superpower to be?
Perfect intuition
When you grow up, what do you want to be?
Do I have to grow up?!
Biggest time waster?
Waiting in line – for anything!
3 words to describe yourself
Work in progress
Your dream car?
A formula 1 car
Your favorite ride at Disneyland
The Haunted House! Vincent Price’s chilling voice as the elevator descends and the screams erupt is “priceless!”

Learn a little more…
Rob lives in the moment. His favorite indulgence is a great meal with white truffles and great wine, probably a Grand Cru
Burgundy. At Fiddlehead, he's become our all important sounding board. During his time away from Fiddlehead, Rob
can be found at one of his favorite places which include the Chef's table at a great restaurant, a live outdoor concert, or
somewhere exploring nature or relaxing on the beach.
Rob spent the first 22 years of his life in Reno, NV. He credits his mother for his foray into the world of food & beverage,
as she got him his first job at the age of 14 at an IHOP (even though she thought his bad penmanship would make him a
good doctor!). Rob spent his formative years doing most everything there is to do in restaurants, and when a company
offered him a management position in Santa Barbara, he leaped at the chance.
After a successful career managing restaurants throughout California, Rob decided to look into other industries. After a
nearly 10 year hiatus, he returned to college and earned his degree in Economics from UCSB. This led directly to a
position with a Financial Services Brokerage where he became licensed in Securities, Futures, Insurance, and as a 401k
specialist.
The lure of technology was too great; however, and Rob decided that there was more soul in the Internet than he had
found in financial instruments, so he entered the world of technology as the Sales Manager of a regional Internet Service
Provider.
Years later he found himself leveraging his technology acumen to assist a highly regarded charity with electronic
communications, database development and ecommerce. It was there that the wine industry revealed itself as a
vocation.
Rob was recruited by Au Bon Climat, one of the few wineries in the region that pre-dates Fiddlehead… where he did
virtually everything except counting beans or making wine. After 7 years of juggling countless hats, a new challenge was
in order… or was it kismet? He left his post at the same time that Kathy was beginning her search for the highly
desirable position National Sales Manager with Fiddlehead. And the rest is history…
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